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Abstract
The computation of dynamic stresses and dynamic stress intensity
factors has long been an important concept in fracture mechanics. This is an
expected result due to the insufficiency of the static solution in many applications.
An enriched finite element approach is shown to be a very effective technique for
obtaining dynamic stress intensity factors for three-dimensional fracture problems.
This approach utilizes the correct asymptotic crack tip stress field for direct
computation of the stress intensity factors. The most important consideration
regarding dynamic stress intensity factors is the fact that they can be much higher
than the corresponding static values. Thus, in the case of sudden loading, failure due
to the fracture can occur unexpectedly, e.g., fracture during impact loading. Example
three dimensional solutions for dynamic fracture problems with stationary crack
fronts are presented in this study to demonstrate the variation of the stress intensity
factors and stresses with respect to time. Oi fferences between analysis concepts
using two different solution methods for dynamic 'fracture problems, and their
engineering meaning are demonstrated by comparison with the related static
solutions and known results from the literature.
Chapter 1
Introduction
The stresses and displacements caused by dynamic loading can differ
greatly from those associated with corresponding static loading. Thus, elastodynamic
analysis of cracks is of critical importance for determining the ultimate "strength" of
structures subjected to rapid loading. It is usually found that at some locations in a
structure the dynamic stresses are significantly higher than the corresponding static
stresses. This result may be explained by the interacti9n of the propagating elastic
waves with the crack faces and other characteristic boundaries of the body.
Furthermore, the mechanical properties of most materials depend on the loading rate.
In many cases, dynamic loads give rise to high stress levels near cracks and fracture
takes place so rapidly that there is insufficient time for large scale yielding to
develop.
Broadly speaking. problems of dynamic fracture mechanics may be
classified into two main categories. The first category of dynaI~,1ic-problems arises
when a body with a stationary crack is subjected to a rapidly varying load. for
example. an impact or impulsive load. The study presented in this thesis focuses on
the impact type of problem. The second category of dynamic problems concems the
situation where a crack rcaches a point of instability while advancing rapidly.
generally. under slowly varying applied loading. ~lotion of the crack leads to a
sudden unloading along the crack path. This study does not address this class of
..,
problems [1].
From a historical point of view, the first scientific study of fracture under
dynamic loading was published by 1. Hopkinson [2] in 1872. He measured the
strength of steel wires subjected to a falling weight and explained the results in terms
of elastic waves propagating along the wire. The next major investigation was
carried out by the son of J. Hopkinson, B. Hopkinson, [3,4] who detonated explosive
charges in contact with metal plates. He demonstrated the effect of "spalling" or
"scabbing" which results when a compressive pulse is reflected at the opposite free
face of a plate, resulting in a large internal tensile pulse. After the work of B.
Hopkinson, very little research was conducted on dynamic fracture until the Second
World War. Following the development of the discipline of fracture mechanics, a "\
\
-
number of studies related to dynamic crack growth appeared. Among the pioneering
investigations, the work perfom1ed by Mott [5], Schardin [6], Kerkhof [7,8], Yoffe
[9] and Wells and Post [10] are notable. Since then, substantial progress in the field
has been made and a vast number of publications have appeared in the literature. For
a thorough in-depth study of dynamic fracture mechanics problems, the book by Sih
[II] and the articles by Erdogan [12], Achenbach [13] and Freund [14] arc highly
referenced [I].
In a numerical analysis of dynamic fracture problems perfom1ed by Chen
[15]. dynamic crack problems were analyzed by using a computer program (HEi\IP)
that employed explicit finite differcnce tcchniques in the Lagrangian fonnulation.
This gcneral program \\'a5 uscd to sol\'c problems in solid and tluid mechanics in
thrce spacial dimcnsions and timc. Comparison bctwccn the HEi\IP codc results and
some of the known analytic solutions from the literature, demonstrated the reliability
of the HEMP code and the finite difference approach for solving dynamic fracture
problems.
In the last 10 years many advances has been made in the dynamic fracture
mechanics field. The work performed by Lu, Belytschko and Tabbara [16] extends
the element-free Galerkin method to dynamic crack problems. In contrast to the
earlier formulation for static problems by authors, the weak form of kinematic
boundary conditions for dynamic problems was introduced in the implementation to
enforce the kinematic boundary conditions. With this formulation, the stiffness
matrix is symmetric and positive semi-definite, and hence the consistency,
convergence and stability analyses of time integration remains the same as those in
finite element method.
The finite element method has become the most popular technique for
solving dynamic crack problems in recent years. Lambert [17] utilized the finite
element method to analyze the dynamic fracture propertics of quasi-brittle materials.
The rcsults vcrificd that the effective fracture toughness and specimen strength both
increase with loading rate. Another analysis conceming dynamic fracture problems
was performed by Moraes and Nicholson [18]. wherc damagc softening in structures
that cxpcricncc ductilc fracturc duc to an impulsive loading was im·cstigatcd. Thc
numcrical simulations in [18] wcrc pcrfonncd using thc cxplicit finitc clcment
impact codc LS-D'{NA. Bcsidcs thc agrccmcnt bctwccn thcir rcsults and prcviously
publishcd rcsults. thcy provcd that timc historics and thrcsholds wcrc scnsitivc to thc
spccific modcl uscd. In morc recent work by Chau. Zim. Tang and Wu [19] (2004). a
new computer program, called DIFAR (dynamic incremental failure analysis of
rock), was presented. This program, based on a linear elas~ic finite element method,
simulated the fracture process of brittle rocks under dynamic impact loading
conditions. The elastic wave propagation was demonstrated, and both validity and
efficiency of the program were examined. Another impact type of problem was
performed by Kurtaran, Buyuk and Eskandarian [20], which describes the results of
impact simulation of a military vehicle door. The dynamic explicit finite element
code LS-DYNA was utilized in this study. The results in this publication explained
the thermal softening effect on the vehicle materials.
The reasons for the popularity of the finite element method in solving
fracture problems are the relative generality of the approach and the existence of a
number of commercially available finite element programs that can be used to
generate solutions for 3-D geometries. Unfortunately, finite element techniques will
not yield suitable results if the severe stress gradient, known to exist at the crack tip,
is not properly taken into account. Stress intensity factors detennined from local
stresses or displacements, require crack tip elements that incorporate the "correct"'
stress singularity in the asymptotic field. The asymptotic expressions required in the
fommlation of 3-D crack tip elements arc identical to the plane strain asymptotic
expressions. i.e .. 1/..r;. singularity in stresses. with the same angular variation that is
known for plane strain conditions. This asymptotic solution is valid at all points
along the crack front. except at the singular point where the crack front intersects the
free surt~1ce. The most common approach for modeling 3-D cracks using the finite
clement method is to introduce 1/..r;. singular stress behavior in the crack tip
elements by relocating the element mid-side nodes to new locations that cause a
singularity in the Jacobian inverse of the geometric transformation. For quadratic
elements, this is the so-called "quarter-point technique." This approach results in
1/..r;. stress components in the neighborhood of the crack tip, though it does not
ensure the correct B-dependence. Thus, in practice the quarter-point method requires
a highly refined crack tip mesh with wedge elements surrounding the crack tip
region. With sufficient mesh refinement, the B-dependence is adequately
approximated. One disadvantage of this approach is the need to create dense,
focused, crack tip meshes that cannot be easily generated with conventional
automatic mesh generators. When this type of singular element is used, the stress
intensity factors along the crack front are determined indirectly by extrapolation of
displacements or stresses back to the crack tip and through comparison with the
known asymptotic fonn of the solution [21].
An alternative approach for computing stress intensity factors usmg the
finite element method is to directly include the stress intensity factors as unknowns
in the element displacement field. This can be done by introducing the closed forn1
asymptotic displacement and strain field into the crack tip elements and satisfying
compatibility conditions. One of the fonnulations that utilize this approach is. the so-
called enriched finite element method.
For the finite element method to be used reliably in fracture mechanics. it is
necessary to show that solutions conyerge numerically for a specific mesh and that
SUCCCSS1\"C mcsh rcfinements result in improycd accuracy. To satisfy these
conditions. displaccmcnt compatibility must bc maintaincd. while simultaneously
6
increasing integration order and mesh refinement [21].
In software developed earlier at Lehigh University, {FRAC3D}, stresses,
strains and displacements for static problems can be analyzed using the finite
element method. The stress intensity factors are computed using the enriched finite
element fonnulation [20]. In the study presented here, features of the dynamic
problem are added to FRAC3D for the purpose of computing dynamic stress
intensity factors. Thus, the main purpose of this study is to extend the static solution
capability of FRAC3D to 3-D dynamic crack problems.
In this thesis, numerical calculation of stress intensity factors along with the
displacements and stresses for the dynamic case are presented. The results for the
displacements and stresses obtained from ANSYS [22] are compared with the
solutions from FRAC3D. The stress intensity factors are compared with the static
case and some elastodynamic examples from the literature.
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Chapter 2
Dynamic Solution Methods and Finite
Element Formulation
2.1 Equation of Motion
Equations that govern the dynamic response of a structure or medium will
be derived by requiring the work of external forces to be absorbed by the work of
internal, inertial, and viscous forces for any small kinematically admissible motion
(i.e., any small motion that satisfies both compatibility and essential boundary
conditions). For a single element, this work balance becomes [23]
(2.1 )
where {61l} and {s} are rcspectivcly small virtual displacements and their
corresponding strains. {F} are body forces. {¢} are prcscribed surfacc tractions
(which typically are nonzcro ovcr only a portion of surface Sf)' {P,} are
concentrated loads that act at a total of n points on the element. {()Il},' is the virtual
displaccment of thc point at which load p, is applied. p is the mass dcnsity of the
material. "',1 is a material-damping parameter analogous to viscosity. and volume
s
integration is carried out over the element volume V
e
•
Using the usual FEM notation, we have for the displacement field {u}
(which is a function of both space and time) and its first two time derivatives
{u}=[N]{d}
{zi} =[N]{d}
{ii}=[N]{d} .
(2.2)
In Equations (2.2), shape functions [N] are functions of space only and nodal d.o.f.
{d} are functions of time only [23]. Thus equations (2.2) represent a local separation
of variables. Combination of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) yields
{Sd}7(J[Bf{a}dV+ Jp[Nr[N]dV{d}+ JKJ[Nr[N]dV{d}
I'e I'e I'e
- J[Nf{ F} dV - J[Nf{¢}dS - t {p}) =0,
I'e Se 1=1
(2.3)
in which it has been assumed that the locations of concentrated loads {P,} are
coincident with node point locations. Since {Sd} is arbitrary, Eq. (2.3) can be
\\Titten as
(2.4)
whcrc thc clcmcnt mass and damping matriccs are defined as
(2.5)
(2.6)
whcre p is the mass density and ".i is the damping coefficicnt. Thc clemcnt intcmal
9
force and external load vectors are defined as
{riO!} = f{B} T {(J"}dV ,
1'<
(2.7)
(2.8)
Equation (2.4) is a system of coupled, sec'ond-order, ordinary differential equations
in time, called the finite element semidiscretization. Note that even though the
displacements {d} are discrete functions of space, they are still continuous functions
of time. Methods of dynamic analysis focus on how to solve this equation. Modal
methods attempt to uncouple the equations, each of which can then be solved
independently. Direct integration methods, which are the subject of study in this
thesis, discretize eqn. (2.4) in time to obtain a system of simultaneous algebraic
equations [23].
2.2 Finite Element Formulation
At this point, the details of the equation (2.4) will be given. In the finite
element fornmlation. the coordinates of the nodes and shape functions are defined as
n
I = IN,(; .'7 .p) .
1-::1
n n n
X = I x, N , ( ; . 17 .p) . y = I y, N I ( ; • '7 .p) . z = I :: IN, ( ; . '7 •p) .
,.,.1 1:0-1 ,,...\
(2.9)
where x, . .1', and =, are x. y and z coordinates of the clement' s nodes respecti\'cly and
x, 's are the isoparametric shape functions of the corresponding nodes [24].
The displacements in tenns of the displacements at each node (:2.~) are
10
n n n
dx =Idx,N,(~,1],p) ,dy =IdYIN,(~,1],p) , d: =Id:IN,(~,1],p). (2.10)
I;) 1;1 1;1
The internal force vector defined by eqn. (2.7) represents loads at nodes
caused by straining of material. For linearly elastic material behavior,
{O"} =[E][B]{d} and eqn. (2.7) becomes
{ r in! } =[k] {d} ,
where [k] is the element stiffness matrix and can be expressed as
The elasticity matrix [E] in eqn. (2.12) is given as:
I-v v v 0 0 0
v I-v v 0 0 0
v v I-v 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 l-2v 0 0
(1 +v)(1- 2v) 2
0 0 0 0 1-2v 0--
2
0 0 0 0 0 1-2v
2
For plane strain case equation (2.13) becomes.
l I l'/(1-v) o 1E(1-v) 1 .vl(1-I')(l+\')(1-2\') 0
0 (1-2\')12(1-1')
and for plane stress case the elasticity matrix can be represented as.
[
1 I' 0 1E
--. I' 1 0 .
1 I"
o 0 (1-1')/2
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(2.11 )
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
u
where E is the modulus of elasticity and v is Poisson's ratio [25].
The stress- displacement matrix [B] in equations (2.7) and (2.12) is given by
NXI 0 0 Nxn 0 0
0 NYl 0 0 NY/I 0
0 0 N:l 0 0 N:/I
NYI NXI 0 NY/I Nxn 0
(2.16)
0 N: l NYI 0 N:/I Nyn
N:I 0 NXI N:/I 0 NXfJ
where Nxi , Nyi and Nzi denote the derivatives of shape function N j with respect to x,y
and z respectively [24].
Combining equations (2.4) and (2.11), we obtain the final equation required
for the direct integration method in which the approach is to write the equation of
motion at a specific time
(2.17)
where subscript n denotes time 11 x!1t and !1t is the size of the time increment or
time step. More detailed information about the finite element formulation can be
found in ref. [23].
2.2.a Mass Matrix Formulation
The mass matrix is a discrete representation of a continuous distribution of
mass [24]. A consistent element mass matrix is defined by eqn. (2.5). i.e.. by
[111] = fp[X]' [XJdl" . The [N] matrix includes the shape functions of the nodes and
Ii
can be giyen as
12
N
n
o
o
o
N n
o
(2.18)
A simpler and historically earlier formulation, is the lumped mass matrix,
which is obtained by placing particle masses 111, at nodes i of an element, such that
L 111, is the total element mass. A lumped mass matrix is diagonal, while a
)
consistent mass matrix is not. The two formulations have different merits, and
various considerations enter into deciding which one, or what combination of them,
is best suited to a particular analysis procedure [23].
In the typical mass lumping approach, the mass of an element is preserved
by dividing the total mass amongst the diagonal entries of the mass matrix and
setting all other entries to zero. A slightly more refined approach is the "row-sum"
method where the consistent mass matrix is formed and then diagonalized by adding
the off-diagonal entries in each row to the diagonal entry. The HRZ diagonalization
results from ignoring the off-diagonal tenns of the consistent mass matrix and
scaling the diagonal entries to preserve the total mass. So-called "optimal lumping"
is obtained by evaluating the finite clement mass matrix using a Lobatto numerical
integration method where the integration points coincide with the nodes (in a
Lagrangian clement) [26].
It is not possible to say whether lumped or consistent mass matrices are best
for all problems. Consistent matrices are more accurate for flexural problems. such
as beams and shells. In wayc propagation problcms using linear displacement field
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elements, lumped masses can gIve greater accuracy because of fewer SpUrIOUS
oscillations.
As for efficiency, lumped mass matrices are simpler to form, occupy less
storage space, and require less computational effort. Indeed some methods of
dynamic analysis are practicable only with lumped mass matrices. So the choice of
mass matrix type will depend on the type of the problem along with the
computational considerations [23].
The mass matrix, eqn. (2.5), and the stiffness matrix, eqn. (2.12), are
computed numerically by the Gauss quadrature method. The first step in this method
is to transform the coordinates as,
\ I \
ff(x,y,z)dV = f f ff(~'TJ,p)detJd~dTJdp,
I', -\-\-\
(2.19)
where ~,77,P are the natural coordinates (used in fommlating isoparametric
elements) and J is the Jacobian. In Gauss quadrature the right hand side of eqn.
(2.19) is.
\ \ I 11 11 11
f f ff(~.77.p)detJd~d17dp= IIL)r~W,W,f(~/.17J.p,)detJ.
-1-1-\ 1=1 ,=\ ,=\
(2.20)
where Jr~. W,. W, are the weight factors and ;, .'l,. P. are the Gauss points.
FRAC3D uses 2. 3 or 4 as the integration order "n" for the regular elements. which
depends on the type of the element considered. Detailed infonnation about the Gauss
quadrature rule and weight factors can be found in ref. [23].
2.2.h Damping
Instead of using eqn. (2.6) directlY to calculate the damping matrix. a
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popular spectral damping scheme, called Rayleigh damping may be used. In this
kind of damping procedure, the damping matrix [C] is formed as a linear
combination of the stiffness and masrrices, that is,
[C]=a[K]+p[M] , (2.21 )
where a and P are called, respectively, the stiffness and mass proportional
damping constants [23]. This type of analysis helps us in terms of storage
considerations in the code and simplicity. a and P are determined by choosing the
fractions of critical damping (~l and ~2) at two different frequencies (WI and ( 2 )
and solving simultaneous equations for a and p. Thus
(2.22)
Shown in Fig. is the fraction of critical damping versus frequency. Damping
attributable to a [K] increases with increasing frequency, whereas damping
attributable to p[M] increases with decreasing frequency.
The solution methods for dynamic analysis, which will be stated in the next
section. may cause some numerical noise on the output of a problem. This is the
characteristics of these solution methods. and one of the techniques used to eliminate
this noise is to consider the damping matrix in eqn. (2.21) stiffness proportional only,
i.e .. P=o. So in the numerical examples chapter where damping is used. the
damping matrix will be stiffness proportional only. that is.
[C]=a[K] .
and the stitTness proportional damping constant a will be
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(2.23)
a =2~ / OJ . (2.24)
This representation of damping matrix in eqn. (2.23) is very useful and the effects of
damping will be shown in Chapter 4 [23].
2.3 Solution Methods for Dynamic Analysis
If the frequency of the excitation applied to a structure is less than roughly
one-third of the structure's lowest natural frequency of vibration, then the effects of
inertia can be neglected and the problem can be treated as static. Inertia terms
become important if excitation frequencies are higher than the limit noted above and
in that case the problem must be analyzed as a dynamic problem.
Dynamic problems are usually categorized as either wave propagation
problems or structural dynamics problems. In wave propagation problems the
loading is often due to an impact or an explosive blast. The excitation, and hence the
structural response, are rich in high frequencies. In such problems we are usually
interested in the effects of stress waves. Thus the time duration of analysis is usually
short and is typically of the order of a wave traversal time across a structure. A
problem that is not considered to be a wave propagation problem. but for which
inertia effects are important. is called a structural dynamics problem. In this
category. the frequency of excitation is usually of the same order as the structure's
lowest natural frequencies of vibration. Examples include the seismic response of
structures and vibrations in structures and smaller entities. such as cars. tools. and
electronic devices.
DitTerent solution methods are uscd for these two different kinds of
problem. In wave propagation problems explicit mcthods are generally used. while in
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structural dynamics problems implicit methods are preferred [23].
2.3.a Explicit Direct Integration Method
A popular method, which is characteristic of explicit methods in general, is
the central-difference method. The central difference method is developed from
central difference formulas for the velocity and acceleration [23].
In order to understand the method clearly, we have to state the basic
equations of the method. Let the time of the simulation 0 ~t ~tE be subdivided into
time intervals, or time steps, I1t ll , 11 =1 to nI~' where I1 IX is the number of time steps
and tE is the end-time of the simulation; I1t ll is also called the nth time increment.
The variables at any time step are indicated by a superscript; thus til is the time at
time step n. to = 0 is the beginning of the simulation and {dr = d(t") is the vector of
nodal displacements at time step n.
We give the following equations. eqn. 's (2.25) to (2.30), with the
consideration of different time steps. The simplifications for the constant time step
case can be made easily and will be shown in the algorithm for central difference
method. \Ve define the time increments for the general case by
The central difference fonnula for the wlocity is
{ l,,·1 { l"{ f"\. ,,·1 : _ ( .\".\ : _ d l - d I _ I. {f\ ,,·1 _ { f}")( I - \ \ , • - r. - N ,( ( J ( •\ 1 . 1 _ 1" /11" 1 •
(2.25)
(2.26)
where the definition of ..11"·1 : from eqn. (2.25) has been used in the last step [27].
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This difference formula can be converted to an integration formula by rearranging
the tenns as follows:
The acceleration and the corresponding integration fonnula are
(
{ } "+1/2 -{ }"-112 J.. " " v v{d} ={a} = (,,+1/2_(,,-1/2 '
{ }"+1/2 {},,-1/2 A" { }"v = v +Ll( a .
(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)
As can be seen from the above, the velocities are defined at the midpoints of the time
intervals, which are called half-steps or midpoint steps. By substituting eqn. (2.26)
and its counterpart for the previous time step into eqn. (2.28), the acceleration can be
expressed directly in terms of the displacements:
(2.30)
For the case of equal time steps the above reduces to
(2.31 )
This is the well-kno\\ll central difference fonnula for the second derivative of a
function.
The algorithm for the explicit time integration is shown in Table I. In this
algorithm. equations (2.17). (2.27) and (2.29) arc used and a constant time step is
considered [27].
The extemal force regarding the following discussion is mainly for impact
force. Thc assumed variation of the force with rcspect to time is givcn in Fig.
IS
2 (step loading). As seen from this figure the constant force is applied throughout the
motion, beginning from t =O. Thus, the force values calculated in the second and
seventh steps in Table 1 will be constant. The initial velocity and displacements are
set to be zero and the initial acceleration vector is calculated in step 3. At the end of
the tenth step, the displacements of all nodes and stress intensity factors at the crack
tip nodes (fracture problem) can be saved as output. The stresses and strains at each
time step, which are functions of the displacements at that time step, are calculated in
a different subroutine, which already exists in the static version of FRAC3D. At each
time step the acceleration vector is found with the formula given in step 8. The
solution of the acceleration vector at that point requires the solution of the following
type of problem
where.
[A]{x} ={b} ,
[A]=[M] ,
{b} ={I}" _[C]{V}"+Ii2 -[K]{dl"
(2.32)
(2.33)
and x corresponds to a17 + 1 which is the vector to be calculated. In this study. this is
achieved using a modified PCG (preconditioned gradient method) solver. whose
static version was already available in the static FRAC3D code.
2.3.b Implicit Direct Integration I\lcthods
The ccntral diffcrence mcthod dcscribed in the last section is one of thc
types of cxplicit methods. in which the equations of motion wcre \\Tittcn at time" t 17 ..
and soh·cd at cach timc stcp. Thc implicit mcthods can not bc soh-ed with the samc
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procedure applied in explicit methods. As the word "implicit" indicates, implicit
methods are based on solving a system of algebraic equations. To illustrate the
formulation of the implicit method equations, we consider a popular class of time
integrators called the Newmark fJ -method. For this time integrator, the updated
displacements and velocities are [27]
{d}"+! ={gr+1 +fJllt2{ar+!
{gr+! ={dr +llt{vr + ll~2 (l-2fJ){ar '
}"+! {-}"+! }'HI{V = V + yllt {a
Ff+ J ={v}"+(l-y)llt{ar
(2.34)
(2.35)
In equations (2.34) and (2.35), llt is the time step agall1 and fJ and yare
parameters whose values differ for the specific implicit method preferred and they
are summarized in Table 2.
Equation (2.34) can be solved for the updated accelerations, giving
(2.36)
If fJ =0 and y =1/2 then the Nemnark's method becomes an explicit central
difference method [27].
A popular implicit method is the a\'erage acceleration method or the
trapczoidal rule. By placing the a\'cragc acceleration method \'alucs for fJ and j'
(Tablc 2) in equations (2.32) and (2.33). we obtain the following cquations for
\'clocity and acceleration [27]:
{ .}n+1 2 {}n+1 {in {.}nd =-( d - d )- d!1t
{ ,,}n+1 _ 4 { }n+1 {}n 4 { .}n {"}"d --1(d - d )-- d - dI1r !1t
(2.37)
(2.38)
Combination of equations (2.37) and (2.38) with the equation of motion,
eqn. (2.17) at time (n + 1)11( yields
(2.39)
where the effective stiffness matrix [K''f] ] and effective load vector {R"f]} n+1 are,
respectively,
[ KcrrJ=~[M]+ 2 [C]+[K] , (2.40)I1t 2 11(
The algorithm for the trapezoidal rule is given in Table 3 [23].
The main difference between the explicit and implicit algorithms is the
output of the solver at each time step. In the explicit method, the output of the PCG
solver is the accelerations, however in the implicit method. the output of the solver is
dircctly the displacements. In the explicit method, the global mass matrix has to be
computed only once at the first time step and stored for the rest of the computation.
In the implicit method, the global mass matrix is used for the calculation of initial
acceleration in stcp 3 and for the fonnation of effectiw load ycctor (cqn. (2.41)) at
each time stcp. The effectiye stiffness matrix is fonncd once and used repeatedly at
each timc step afterwards in the implicit method. In both methods the mass and
stittilCSS matriccs are all stored in sparsc matrix fonnaL which includes storing thc
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matrix as a vector. The entries of the matrices are defined with a corresponding
address vector. Another advantage of the sparse format besides matrix storage
consideration is the elimination of the large number of zero's from the matrix which
decreases the number of entries in the sparse formatted matrices. This is done by a
I
series of operations which are handled in the former version of the FRAC3D.
Detailed information about the peG solver and iterative solution can be found in
refs. [28], [29], [30].
2.4 Stability and accuracy of explicit and implicit methods
The aim of numerical integration of the equations of motion is to obtain
stable and accurate approximations of the dynamic response with minimal
computational effort. An integration method is unconditionally stable if the solution
for any initial condition does not grow without bound for any time step!1t. The
method is said to be only conditionally stable if the stability condition holds when
!1t is smaller than a critical value. In general, stability and accuracy of any method
can be improved by reducing the size of the time step.
The main factor in selecting a ~tep-by-step method is efficiency. which is
described in tenns of the computational effort needed to achieve the desired level of
accuracy. Accuracy alone is not a good criterion for method selection. This is
because any desired lewl of accuracy. can be achieved by any mcthod. if the time
stcp is made adcquately short. In any case. the timc stcp should be short cnough to
provide adequatc dcfinition of the loading and the response history. A high
frequency load. or response. cannot be described using largc time steps [31].
For cxplicit mcthods. thc cquation of motion is conditionallv stable and
requires that /).t be specified as
(2.42)
where OJrnax is the highest natural frequency of det ([K] - OJ2 [M]) =0 . If eqn. (2.42)
is not satisfied, the computations will be unstable. This is indicated by an obviously
erroneous time-history solution that grows unbounded, perhaps by orders of
magnitude per time step. If /).t is too large, the method fails. If /).t is much smaller
than necessary, the computations are too expensive. Therefore, it is necessary to
determine, or accurately bound OJ
rnax
in eqn. (2.42). In this study, OJrnax is calculated
using a different program, in which the stiffness and mass matrices are the inputs and
the natural frequencies of the system are the outputs. The maximum natural
frequency of the system is found by solving the appropriate eigenvalue problem,
with a subsequent use of eqn. (2.42) to find the upper bound for the time step [23].
When an cxplicit mcthod is used for a single ordinary differential equation,
accuracy is markcdly timc-stcp-sizc-dcpcndcnt. It may thcrcforc appear that thc
stability critcrion is of only acadcmic intcrcst. since /).t must be considcrably smaller
to achicvc satisfactory accuracy. Howcvcr this supposition is not true of systems of
finitc clcmcnt cquations. whcrc it is typically obscn'cd that cxccllcnt accuracy can bc
obtained using a timc stcp sizc just under thc stability limit. Thc rcason is that thc
finitc clement equations of motion fonn a "stiff" system of ordinary differcntial
equations. which has a broad frequency spectrum. Thc stability critcrion. Eq. (2.42).
is based upon the highest frequency. or shortest time scale phenomenon that the
mesh can possibly reproduce. It is true that motions of the mesh that occur on
,.,
--'
Ithis time scale are not accurately resolved by taking ~t close to the stability limit.
Fortunately, these motions usually contribute little to the overall structural response,
whjch is dominated by much lower-frequency, long-time-scale phenomena that are
accurately resolved. In other words, we do not require high-frequency phenomena to
be accurately resolved; all that we ask is that they be stably integrated. The
implication is that in explicit methods, a ~t satisfying the stability criterion is usually
satisfactory to guarantee reasonable accuracy. Even so, the maximum allowable ~t is
often smaller than one would like, because so many time steps may be needed to
span the duration of an analysis [23].
The unconditional stability for the implicit methods is provided when
I2fJ ? r ? - .
2
(2.43)
Most of the useful implicit methods are unconditionally stable and have no
restrictions on the time step size other than as required for accuracy. Compared with
explicit methods. the per-time-step cost of an implicit method is high, mostly
because of the fomlation of the effective load vector (eqn. (2.41)) at each time step
of the implicit method and the difference between the number of iterations of the
PCG solver at each time step for the two methods. Thus. implicit methods are
economically attractive only when 111 can be much larger than would be used in an
explicit method. Unconditional stability (which does not imply unconditional
accuracy) coupled with the economic need for large I1t • tempts many analysts into
using time steps that are too large. To sclect a time step that will provide accurate
results. one must identi t~· the highest frequency of interest in the loading or response
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of a structure. Let this frequency be called OJ
u
• As an approximation, structure modes
with a frequency higher than about 30J
u
contribute quasistatically in the response,
while modes with a frequency lower than 30J
u
also contribute dynamically. A
minimum of 20 time steps per period of OJ
u
should provide very good accuracy for
modes that contribute dynamically in the response. As an additional assurance of an
/
Jccurate solution, analyses should be repeated using a smaller time step than used in
the first anal\
Chapter 3
Enriched Finite Element Formulation
In this chapter the enriched finite element formulation is presented. The
formulation of the enriched stiffness matrix and enriched mass matrix is given with
details. More information about the enriched formulation can be found in ref. [21].
In order to understand the enriched formulation better, the description of
stress intensity factors must be stated and this is done in the next section.
3.1 Strcss Intcnsity Factors
Generally there are three modes to describe different crack surface
displacements as shown in Figure 3. Mode I is the opening or tensile mode, where
the crack surfaces move directly apart. Mode II is sliding or in-plane shear mode
where the crack surfaces slide over one another. Mode III is tearing and anti-plane
shear mode where the crack surfaces move out of plane relative to one another. In
this study we are primarily concemed with mode I (K,) cracking behavior.
The mode I stress intensity factor, Kt• is commonly used in fracture mechanics
to accurately predict the stress state ("stress intensity") ncar the tip of a crack caused
by a remote load or residual stresses. When this stress state becomes critical a small
crack gro\\-s ("extends") and the material fails. The stress intensity factor is
dependent on the body geometry. crack size. load lewl and load configuration in the
static case. In the dynamic case. time is another parameter besides the ones stated for
the static case [32].
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In this study, FEM along with enriched 3-D crack tip elements were used to
determine dynamic SIFs computationally. As seen from Fig. 4, generally speaking,
the dynamic stress intensity factor with respect to time is expected to oscillate about
the static solution. The results of FRAC3D for the stress intensity factors are
compared with some of the examples which are already reported in the literature and
this is shown in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
3.2 Enriched Element Displacements
The enriched crack tip elements as formulated by Benzley [33] for 2-D
problems, contain the closed form asymptotic field for crack tip displacements, in
addition to the usual polynomial interpolation function. For 3-D elements, the
enriched element displacements Il, v, and HI take the form [34],
r
1l(~,17,P) =IN/~,17,p)Il) + Zo(~, 1],p) {KI(r)Fl~,1],p)
)=1 (3.1)
+KII (r)GI(~"7,P)+ KlIJ (r)H 1(~, 1],p)}
r
v(~,17,P) =I N/~,17,P)v) + Zo(~,17,P) (Kt(r)F2(~,17,P)
)=1 (3.2)
+Kll (r)G2(~'17.P) + KlIJ (r)H 2(~"7.P)}
r
ll·(~.17· p) =I N) (~.17. p)ll') + Zo(~.17. p) {K1 (r) F; (~.17. p)
1=\ (3.3)
+Ktl (r)G, (~.17.P)+ KlIt (r)H, (~.17.P)}
In cquations (3.1 )-(3.3) Il). l') and ll') rcprcsent thc r unknO\\ll nodal
displacements and N)(;.17.P) arc the conycntional clcmcnt shape functions in tenllS
(If the elemcnt' s local coordinatcs. KI(r). Kll (r). Klit (r) rcprescnt the mode I. II and
III stress intensity factors yarying along the crack front defincd by the intcrpolation
functions .v,(r).
s j j
K, (r) = LN,(f)K;, KuCr) = I Nj(f)K;, ' KIII(r)= LNj(f)K;" (3.4)
1=1 ;=1 ;=1
where K;, K;" and K;" are the unknown stress intensity factors at the ith crack tip
node in the enriched element (see Figure 5). In most cases, N,(r) will be the element
shape function along the element edge coinciding with the crack front. Written in
terms of the crack tip nodal coordinates Xi' Y"Z" the crack front is defined by
s x
X =LN, (r)x, , y =IN,(r)y, , sZ =IN, (r)z, ,
1=1
(3.5)
. Thus, r =C;, r = l], or r =p, depending on which edge of the element touches the
crack front. For example, for a 20-noded hexahedron that has a crack front located
on the edge defined by l] =-l p= -l with (-I ~ c; ~ 1).
In equation (3.6), K;, K ,2, Kj' are the mode I stress intensity factors at the nodes
located at c; =-l c; =0, c; =I, respectively. The mode II and mode III stress intensity
factors would be defined in a similar manner [21].
3.3 Asymptotic Terms
Figure 5 depicts a cubic enriched clement (32-noded hexahedron) with four
nodes along the crack front. Thus, for the cubic clement. the summation over the
stress intensity factor terms in Equation (3.4) has an upper limit s = 4 (two comer
and two mid-side nodes) and for the quadratic clement s = 3 (two comer and one
mid-side node). The cubic hexahedron thereforc has 108 dcgrees of freedom (96
displacemcnts and 12 stress intcnsity factors). In a likcwise manner. the cnriched
quadratic hexahcdron has 69 dofs (60 displaccmcnts and 9 strcss intcnsity factors).
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The functions F;, Gi , Hi in (3.1) - (3.3) are given by [21]
r
F,(~,TJ,p) =/'(~,TJ,p) - L N](~,TJ,p)/'J ' (3.7)
]=1
r
G,(~,TJ,p) =g,(~,TJ,p)- LN/~,TJ,p)g1j , (3.8)
]=1
r
H,(~,TJ,p) =h,(~,TJ,p)- LN/~,TJ,p)h1j . (3.9)
]=1
In (3.7)-(3.9), ii' g" hi (i = 1,2,3) contain the asymptotic displacement
functions that are coefficients of the mode I, II and III stress intensity factors
transformed to the global coordinate system. The terms
from the ii' g" h, functions evaluated at the jth node in the element. For a
homogeneous, isotropic material, the asymptotic crack tip displacements in the local
(primed) coordinate system (Figure 5) are well known and given by [21]
(3.10)
(3.11 )
(3.12)
where.
(3.13)
(3.14)
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7, = 2~ ~:n ((7-V -Sv')Sin( ~)-(l +v)sif:)) ,
- 2r;: ( ). (8)h = E ~--;; 1+ v SIn "2 .
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
In equations (3.13)-(3.17) E and v are the elastic constants and r
and 8 are measured locally from the crack front as shown in Figure 5. The
relationships between the local crack tip displacement components It" Equations
(3.10)-(3.17), and the global displacements Il" are found through the usual vector
transformations. Using index notation [21]
(3.18)
where aJi represents the direction cosines between the primed axes and the global
axes in Figure 5. i.e.. ~1=COS(X'.x). ~~=cos(x',y). ~3=COS(X'.z). etc.
Transfonning the asymptotic displacements in equation (3.10)-(3.12) to global
coordinates yields the following tenns for f,.g,. and h, in (3.7)-(3.9)
- -f =.~all + f;a~, . (3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
It should be noted that the direction cosines used to perfonn the local-to-
global transfonnations are in general different at eyery point in the enriched clement.
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In addition, for element coordinate values of ~ 17, P located at the element nodes, the
displacements are simply given by the leading terms in Equations (3.1 )-(3.3), since
F;, Gi , and Hi' equations (3.7)-(3.9), are identically zero at these points [21].
3.4 Zeroing Functions for Transition Elements
Since the enriched crack tip element contains non-polynomial analytic
terms, displacement compatibility cannot automatically be ensured on surfaces
between enriched elements and neighboring regular elements that do not contain the
asymptotic terms. To enforce displacement compatibility between all elements,
transition elements should be used between the fully enriched crack tip elements and
the regular elements. Figure 6 shows the location of these transition elements, with
respect to the enriched crack tip elements, along the front of a semi-elliptic surface
crack. For the crack tip elements, Zo(~' 17,P) in (3.1) - (3.3) is a constant equal to 1.
For transition elements, Zo(~,17,P) represents a function that has a value of 1 where
the transition element contacts the fully enriched crack tip element and a value of 0
where the element touches a regular element. Various fomls for Zo were tested in
[35] using 2-D elements, with the conclusion that although it is important to include
transition elcments in thc enriched clemcnt formulation, the specific fonn of the
"zcroing" function is of relatively minor importancc. More dctailed infomlation
about zeroing functions can be found in rcf. [21].
3.5 Enriched Element Stiffness Matrix
With displaccmcnts gi\'cn by Equations (3.1 )-(3.3). it is possiblc to devclop
thc usual displaccmcnt bascd finitc clcmcnt cquations for an clastic continuum.
Dctails cOl1ccmll1g thc finitc c1cmcnt fonnulatiol1. asscmblv of thc global
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stiffness matrix, and solution of the system of equations are given in a number of
books on this topic, e.g., [36]. Of particular importance in this study is the evaluation
of the enriched element stiffness matrix, i.e.,
1 1 I
[K]= ffHBr[E][B]detJd~d17dp,
-1-1-1
(3.22)
where J is the Jacobian, [B] the strain shape function matrix, and [E] the material
property matrix. Calculation of [B] requires evaluation of derivatives of Equations
(3.1 )-(3.3) that include derivatives of the analytic terms as well as the shape
functions (shown in Eq. (2.15) of Chapter 2). The required derivatives of the
displacement field with respect to x, y, and z, can be found by simply using the chain
rule for differentiation or in matrix form, the inverse of the Jacobian, i.e.,
all all av av aw aw
-
ax a~ ax a~ ax a~
all
=[Jt all av =[Jt av aw =[Jr aw- - (3.23)ay a'7 ay a'7 ay a77
all all av av aw aw
-
az ap az ap az ap
The explicit expressions for the derivatives of displacements with respect to (~,17,P)
on the right hand side of (3.23). are obtained by directly differentiating (3.1 )-(3.3).
e.g..
eu(';.I/.p) = ~ ?-,v, u +~[{?-Z0 F +Z C~} N (r)+ Z F e'v, (r}]K.'
...... ~ ...... .' ~ .... ,.. 1 (I ..... I () 1 ...... I
cO; !~I C'; ,_I c; c; c;
+~[{eZ0G +Z eGI }.\' (r}+ZG ?-,V,(r)]K.'i-- ~ t' I \) ~:: I n I .... t: II
:-1 ( ~ ('=' / C':-
. [r eZ,; ?-Hll . ?-X, (rn "
-"-I )~HI -"-Z';~r ,\,(r)+Z)il-'~-J}\;:1 .
;-1 l C,=, (":' _ C':"
(3.24)
au(~,'7,p) = f'aN j II +*,[{azo F+z OF;}N (r)+z FaN,(r)]K'
~ L. a j L. 0 lOa ' 0 I 0 Iop j=1 P /=) P P P
+*,[{azo c +z aCI}N (r)+z C aN, (r)]K'
L. a lOa ' 0) 0 "
,=) p p p
*,[{azo aH)} () HaN, (r)]v,+L. -~-H)+Zo- N, r +zo 1-- /\'/11'
,=1 op ap ap
(3.25)
(3.26)
Derivatives of displacements v and 11' with respect to (~,1J,p) in (3.23) are
obtained in a similar manner. equations (3.24)-(3.26) clearly show that each
derivative ternl has a total of r factors containing the unknown nodal
displacements II), as well as 3s unknown stress intensity factors. All derivatives of
20 are zero for enriched crack tip elements. Detailed infonnation about the
derivatives of 20 can be found in reference [21].
Derivatives of F" G" and H, in the expressions (3.24)-(3.26) and related
derivatives of l' and \1', require differentiation of (3.7)-(3.9) with respect to (~,ll,P).
This in tum means differentiation of Equations (3.19)-(3.21). These derivatives are
determined through successive use of the chain rule. Derivatives of the primed
ae ar' a-'
coordinates with respect to the global coordinates. e.g.. 7· -a' . .::l can be
ox x eX
" ,
expressed in tenm of the direction cosines. an' i.e .. using index notation ~x, = a..
. Ot '
. }
Referring to equation (3.19). the derivatives of .ft with respect to the local
......
-' -'
coordinates x', y', z' are [21]
aJ; all a/2
-=-a +-a
ax' ax' II ax' 21'
aJ; all ai,
-=-a +-"aay' ay' I' ay' 2\'
aJ; ai, ai,
-=-a +--aaz' az' 11 az' 21'
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
Ultimately, differentiation of the F;, Gi, and Hi terms in (3.24)-(3.26),
involves differentiation of the asymptotic displacement expressions, (3.13)-(3.17),
with respect to the primed coordinates:
~, = 1 cos(B)((I-V-2V2)-(I+v)sin(B)sin(3B)), (3.30)
ax E,h:rr 2 2 2
~, = k;sin(B)((-2+2V2 )+(I+V)Cos(B)cos(3B)J, (3.32)
a.x E 2:rr 2 2 2
%, = 1 cos(B)((I-"-2V2)+(I+v)sin(B)Sin(3B)). (3.33)~l' E,h:,r 2 2 2
~~} = 1 Sin(O)((-2+2V2)-(I+V)Cos(B)cos(30)J. (3.34)
C.\ E,h"r 2 2 2
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- H;( J8h 1+ v 2 . e . e8y'"E 1rr smh}mo+cosh~}OSO .
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
Expressions (3.34)-(3.51) introduce the well-known I"r singularity into the
strain shape function matrix [B]. Since the local asymptotic displacement field is
independent of z', all derivatives with respect to the local z' coordinates are zero.
More detailed information about the formation of enriched element stiffness
matrix can be found in [21].
3.6 Enriched Element Mass and Damping Matrices
In order to understand the formation of mass and damping matrices for the
enriched elements, the velocities Ii, i', lj! and the accelerations ii, \i and ii, for the
enriched elements should be given. The velocities for enriched elements are
r
li(~.". p) =I NJ (~. 7]. p)liJ + Zo(~. 7]. p) {K, (f) F; (~. 7]. p)
1=\ (3.40)
+K" (f)G\ (~.7].p)+ Kill (f)H\ (~.7].p)} .
r
i·(';. 7]. p) =IN,(.;. 7]. p)i', + Zo(~ .7]. p) {K, (f) F~ (~. 7]. p)
,=\ (3.41)
+K" (f)G~ (.;.7].p)+ Kill (f)H~ (';.7].p)} .
r
lj,(.;. 7]. p) =I x, (.;. 7]. p)lj" + Zoe; .7]. p) {K, (f) F~ (; .7]. p)
;=1 (3.42)
+1\;, (f) G~ (;.7]. p) + 1\:;; (f) H, (;.7]. P)} .
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and the enriched accelerations are
r
U(;,7],p) =I N;C;, 7], p)Uj +zo(;,7],p){Kj (r)~ (;,7],p)
j=1 (3.43)
+KII (r)G1(;,7],p)+K IIl (r)H1(;,7],p)} ,
r
v(; ,7], p) =I N;C; ,7],p)Vj +zoe;, 7], p) {Kj (r) F2 (;,7], p)
j=1 (3.44)
+KII (r)G2 (;,7],p)+KIIl (r)H2 (;,7],p)} ,
r
li'C;,7],p) =I Nj(;,7],p)li'j +zo(;,7],p){Kj (r)F; (;,7],p)
j=1 (3.45)
+KII (r)G3 (;,7],p)+K IIl (r)H3 (;,7],p)} .
The enriched formulation of mass matrix (Eq. (2.5)) requires an update for
the element shape matrix [N] which was given in Eq. (2.17) explicitly. The form of
the [N] matrix for the enriched fommlation is given as
[1'
0 0 Nn 0 0 N/; Np, NIH, N,F; N,G, N,lJ,1
N 0 0 N 0 NIF2 NP2 NIH 2 N,F2 N,G2 N,H2 (3.46), n
0 N 0 0 N NIF; Np) NIH) N,F1 NG N,H]I n J 3
In eqn. (3.46) N, (i =1,11) are the element shape functions,
N,F" N,G" N,H) are the multiplication of the asymptotic tenns (equations. (3.7)-
(3-9)) with the element shape functions along the clement edge coinciding with the
crack front (described in section 3.2).
Since the damping matrix [C] can be expressed as a linear combination of
stiffness and mass matrices (Rayleigh damping). there is no need to express the
enriched damping matrix explicitly at this point. But if Rayleigh damping is not used
and the enriched fonnation of the damping matrix is required. it is possible to
compose the enriched damping matrix easily atter the mass matrix is fonned.
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This is a result of the similarity between the formulations of the mass matrix and the
damping matrix as seen in equations (2.5) and (2.6).
3.7 Integration of Enriched Elements
Some special care must be taken to accurately evaluate the enriched stiffness
and mass element matrices. For regular elements, the volume integ~ls describing
these two matrices are evaluated using 11 3 Gaussian quadrature points [36]. For
example, a regular cubic hexahedron would have 4x4x4 Gaussian integration points.
Since the enriched elements contain non-polynomial analytic terms, these elements
generally require higher order integration than the regular elements, e.g., 25x25x25.
Integration convergence should be checked to ensure the most accurate stress
intensity factor results. The effect of the integration order is discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Examples
A dynamic version of the finite element program, FRAC3D, was developed
for general three-dimensional fracture analysis based on the preceding enriched finite
element formulation. A previous version of FRAC3D is suitable for analyses of
three-dimensional static fracture problems [21].
In this chapter, numerical examples are presented in order to demonstrate
various aspects of solution methods for dynamic fracture problems mentioned in the
previous chapters. The comparisons of the various solutions will also include
comparisons with results generated using the ANSYS [22] program, in addition to
known solutions from the literature.
Most of the graphs presented in this chapter are for undamped dynamic
problems, solutions with damping will be compared with the corresponding
undamped results.
The solution methods of the example problems given in this chapter are all
executed by using a computer with a Pentium IV 2.80 GHz processor and 512 MB
DDR SDRAM.
..J.l Bar in Longitudinal Vibration (No Crack)
In this section the classical problem of an uncracked bar in axial vibration.
will he presentcd to demonstrate various properties of the dynamic solution methods
and thcir convcrgence criteria.
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Figures 7 and 8 depict the geometry of the problem under consideration.
Figure 7 shows the mesh of a crude model for the bar with 8 elements and figure 8
depicts the mesh of the same geometry with 48 elements. The reason for using two
different meshes in this problem is to demonstrate the effect of mesh refinement. In
both of the models 20-node Quadratic Hexahedron Elements are used (Fig. 9). The
free end of the bar is subjected to a uniaxial stress a(t) (Fig. 2), which is held
constant, a(t) =0'0 =100 psi, throughout the motion. The cross-sectional area for both
models is 0.5 in2, each bar has a length of 10 in. and the material properties for both
models are: E = 3.0e+07 psi, v = OJ, p =0.00073 Ibsec2/in4.
A FORTRAN program, (see Section 204), was developed to determine the
time step limit for convergence criteria in the explicit method (central difference
method). The results of this program provided the maximum natural frequencies as
lUrn3\ = OA065e+07 fad/sec for the 8 element mesh and lUrna \ = 0.7328e+07 rad/sec
for the 48 element mesh. Hence, by using eq. (2042), the time step limits were found
to be 004921 e-06 sees and O.272ge-06 sees, for 8 and 48 clement meshes,
respectively.
Figures 10 through 16 show the nonl1alized displacements d' =d,/," / d\!,] 111
+x direction with respect to time. where d,lln is the dynamic displacement and
d,U (0.1654e-04 in.) is the static displacement results in +x direction at the bar
midpoint. i.e .. x = 5 in. .
Figure 10 shows the explicit method solution from the S ei. model for two
ditlerent time steps: j.()= 0.490e-06 sees (deltat I) and j.( 2= 0.492e-06 sees.
3q ..
(deltat2). As seen from this figure, deltat2, which is just under the time step limit
stated above, is not small enough for the convergence and as a result the values of
the normalized displacements become unbounded. But taking the time step size as
deltat1 provides the convergence for the 8 el. mesh.
In Figure 11, the normalized displacements for the 8 el. (Ilt = 0.490e-06
secs) and 48 el. (Ilt = 0.270e-06 secs) meshes are compared using the explicit
method. Although we have a good agreement between both results, the 8 el. mesh
has a little more numerical noise, especially at the maximum and minimum values of
the nom1alized displacements. This numerical noise, which will be examined more
closely in some of the following graphs, is a common feature in both the implicit and
explicit methods. Elimination of this noise can be obtained by adding some stiffness
proportional damping to the system (see Section 2.2.b), as shown in Fig. 12 for the 8
el. model (explicit method). As long as the stiffness proportional damping constant
a (eg. (2.23)) is kcpt smalL thc damped results do not deviate significantly from the
undamped solutions and at the same time smoothing can be achieved. The stiffness
proportional damping constant a uscd for the damped case in Fig. 12 is 0.48e-06
sees. Dctails related to thc rcasons for the numerical noise in thc dynamic solutions
and somc graphs showing its cxistcncc. arc givcn in [23].
Fig. 13 shows both thc implicit (trapezoidal rulc) and cxplicit method
solutions for a 48 el. mesh. clearly. the rcsults arc in good agrecmcnt with each other.
The time steps (Dot) used for implicit and explicit methods in this figure are O.988e-
06 secs and 0.270e-06 sees. respecti\'Cly. This result shows that the time step size
used in the implicit method is greater than the one used in explicit method. resulting
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in significantly less time steps. But on the other hand, each step of implicit method
takes more time to execute. So the user must be aware of the both handicaps for each
o
method and should decide which one is more efficient to use.
In Fig. 14, the effect of time step L\t on the implicit method solution (48 el.)
is depicted. The time step size used for the 50 steps case, i.e. L\t = 0.5928e-05 sees, is
6 times greater than the 300 steps case (L\t =0.988e-06 sees). It is apparent that when
50 steps are used, the accuracy is not as good as in the 300 steps case, especially
around the maxima and the minima of the normalized displacements.
If more damping is added to the system, the amplitude of the maxima is
expected to decrease. This is shown in Fig. 15 for damping constants 0.24e-06 secs,
0.18e-05 secs and 0.36e-05 secs, respectively (300 steps implicit method 48 el.).
The results from the implicit method solution for 48 el. are compared with
ANSYS results for 300 time steps in Fig. 16. The results obtained from the ANSYS
solution are also from an implicit solution, or in other words by using average
acceleration methods. This figure provides additional confidence for the accuracy of
dynamic FRAC3D results.
In the following graphs for this section. Figs. 17 through 21. nonnalized
stresses (J"ll W.r.t. time for the 48 el. bar model are shmm. where (J"u' = (J"n" .• / (J"o at
x = 5 in. Figure 17 depicts the ANSYS and FRAC3D results compared to the static
solution. It is apparent that the maximum dynamic stress is about 2.3 times greater
than the static result. The numcrical noise is much highcr than obseryed in thc
nonnalized displacemcnts results and this is smoothed by adding some damping
(a =O.24e-06 sccs) to the implicit solution (Fig. 1S). This noisc is also
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apparent in the explicit solution results (Fig. 19) with different oscillatory behaviors
than implicit solution results.
The effect of using a lumped mass matrix instead of a consistent mass
matrix is demonstrated in Figs. 20 and 21, for explicit and implicit methods. The
row-sum method was used for the mass lumping scheme (Sec.2.2.a). There is a
difference of 4% at the maximum stress point in the implicit method, between using
the consistent mass and lumped mass matrices. However, in explicit solutions, this
value was as high as 8%. Some comparisons about using lumped mass matrices
instead of consistent mass formulations are also available in ref. [11].
4.2 Uniformly Loaded Bar with a Symmetric Internal Crack (2-D Solution)
Figure 22 depicts the geometry in a 2-D plane and Figure 23 depicts the
mesh (symmetry is considered here) used to model a solid rectangular bar containing
an internal crack subjected to uniforn1 uniaxial stress (Fig. 2) a(t) =a o=58000 psi.
For initial comparisons, plane strain conditions were enforced on the 3-D model by
constraining the out-of-plane displacements on the front and back face of the model.
As a result of this 2-D assumption, comparisons could be made with a known
solution from the literature [IS].
In Figure 23, the dimensions are. 0.788 in., 0.394 in and 0.05 in. for h. Land
width respectively. The half length of the crack (a) is 0.0945 in. The material
properties are: E = 2.ge+07 psi. \' = OJ. p =0.00047 Ib.sec1/in4. The clements used
in the meshing are 20-node Quadratic Hexahedron Elements (Fig. 9). There are 3214
nodes and .582 clements in this model. The stress intensity factors along the crack
front fl1r mode II was set to zero. the reason being the geometry of the loading
.... ...... ....
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in the problem. The position of the crack in the model IS shown with different
coloring in Figure 23.
Figures 24 and 25 show the normalized stress intensity factors SIF (mode I)
with respect to time, KI' =K} / (70 JlW, for different Gauss integration order
.1,.
numbers (11) for the enriched crack tip elements. After testing, it was found that
using 25 as 11 gives the desired accuracy for this problem.
The effect of time step size in using the implicit method for this problem is
shown in Figure 26. In the time period under consideration, using 60 steps was not
sufficient for convergence; however 1000 and 300 steps both yielded the same
results. As seen in Fig. 26, dynamic stress intensity factors can be as much as 2.7
times the static SIF in this problem. In the model under consideration, the application
surfaces of the opposite unifoml stresses are on the both sides of the whole bar.
However, the problem associated with the nomlalized dynamic stress intensity
factors given in Fig. 4, which can be found in [11], consists of a crack whose surface
is subjected to the sudden application of equal and opposite unifoml stresses. If the
application point of the pressure in our model was at the crack surface, about half of
the ma.ximum SIF obtained in this problem would be the expected maximum SIF
value. The reason for this difference can be explained by the meeting of the two
tensile waves (which start from both ends of the bar) and meet at the crack tip.
doubling the stress intensity factors. This is an important result in tenns of
understanding the wave propagation effect on the dynamic crack problems.
The knO\\ll plane strain solution from the literature for this problem was
published by Chen [15]. and is depicted in Figure 27. Chen [15] used the finite
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difference method to obtain his solution. In Fig. 27 II denotes the time needed for the
longitudinal wave to travel to the crack from the bar ends. (RI - II) denotes the time
needed for the Rayleigh wave (a type of surface wave in which particles move in an
elliptical path within the vertical plane containing the direction of longitudinal wave
propagation) to travel between the two crack tips; (PI - II) denotes the time needed
for the scattered longitudinal wave to travel from a crack tip to the nearest boundary
surface of the bar and back to the same tip; similarly, (51 - II) corresponds to the
scattered transverse wave; h denotes the time needed for the longitudinal waves to
travel the length of the bar, reflect from the boundary surface on the opposite side,
and then travel back to the crack; analogous definitions are given to (R2 - h), (P2 - h),
and (52 - 12) respectively, generated by the secondly longitudinal waves [15]. It
should be noted that the dynamic FRAC3D accurately captured all of these effects.
The maximum natural frequency for the model was found to be 2.126e+08
rad/sec. and the time step limit 0.941 e-08 sees. In order to achieve the desired level
of accuracy, the time step used for the explicit solution method was 0.938e-08 sees.
The comparison between Chen's solutions with the FRAC3D implicit (300 steps)
and FRAC3D explicit solutions is given in Figure 28. Although there is a good
agreement between the FRAC3D and Chen's solutions in most parts of the graph. the
main difference can be attributed to numerical noise associated with the FRAC3D
solutions. The ayerage acceleration and central difference methods cause numerical
noise if there is no damping added to the system. This is shO\\ll in Figure 29. for two
different damping constants. 0.8e-08 secs for damped 1 and 0.18e-07 secs for
damped2. As seen from this figure. when one wants to eliminate the numerical noise
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from the results by adding damping, the results will deviate somewhat from their
correct values, especially around the maximum positive and negative values of the
SIF. So the user should use damping to smooth the results with care.
Using lumped mass matrices instead of consistent mass matrices, slightly
increases the maximum value of the SIF throughout the motion as seen in Figs. 30
and 31, for both explicit and implicit method solutions respectively. The percentage
of the difference at this maximum point is approximately % 3 for the explicit case,
and % 4 for the implicit case. Even though using lumped matrices decreases the total
execution time of the program, the effect of these percentage differences should be
taken into account for high accuracy computations.
The computer execution times for the FRAC3D implicit method (300 steps)
and the FRAC3D explicit method solutions with the consistent mass matrices were
32 minutes and 1 hour 50 min., respectively. For the lumped mass matrices, these
time periods became shorter; 22 minutes for the implicit method solution and 50
minutes for the explicit method solution. These time periods above are given by
considering the end of the simulation for both methods as 1Ae-05 sees.
Figures 32 and 33 depict the nonnalized stresses. au' =aU,A. lao. with
respect to time for the implicit and explicit FRAC3D results and ANSYS implicit
results at x = O.25ge-O 1in.. y = 0.145 in. and z = 0 in. As seen from these graphs.
some of the stress values for dynamic loading are much higher than the static values.
about 2.5 times at the maximum value of the dynamic strcsses.
In Figures 34 through 45. the propagation of the stress wavcs (au) are
ShO\\11 by uSll1g VTK soft\\'are [37], Thcsc figures depict the ovcrall process in
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terms of axial stresses as a function of time. The arrival of the initial wave to the
crack tip is apparent in Figure 36. After this point, the effect of the existence of the
crack to the bar in terms of stresses can be seen until t =0.131 e-04 secs at the end of
the time interval of interest (Fig. 45).
4.3 Uniformly Loaded Bar with a Symmetric Internal Crack (3-D Solution)
In this model, the out-of-plane constraints were removed from the model
analyzed in Section 4.2, resulting in a fully 3-D analog to the previous plane strain
result. The dimensions of the geometry and the material properties have been kept
the same with the model described in section 4.2; the only difference being the
number of elements used in z direction (Figure 46). This number has been increased
to obtain accurate results for the full 3-D solution. For this 3-D model, the number of
the elements and nodes are 1746 and 8368, respectively. The stress intensity factors
along the crack front for modes II and III were set to zero again for the same reason
mentioned in section 4.2. The maximum natural frequency for this model was found
to be OA05e+09 rad/sec. and the desired level of accuracy for the implicit method
was obtained with a time step of 2.8e-08 sees. This time step value is nearly 6 times
larger than the time step limit for the explicit method solution. i.e.. f.,,( = 0.493e-08.
The total computer execution time for the solution of this 3-D model (which ends at
(= I Ae-05 secs) using the implicit method was 4 hours 10 min.
Figure 47 shows the 3-D nonnalized ( K,' =K,,,_ / 0"0 JiTa ) stress intensity
factor solution (mode I) compared to the plane strain results given in the previous
section. Both results were computed using implicit time stepping. As seen from Fig.
47. the 3-D solution has a similar behavior to the plane strain solution. The
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mam differences are the amplitudes of the SIF's at several points and slight
differences in the arrival time of the S, R and P waves beginning from the (I) initial
wave.
In the plane strain results, the normalized stress intensity factors (mode I)
were identical for all nodes along the crack front. Figure 48 depicts the difference of
the SIF's between the center node and the node on the free surface and Figs. 49
through 52 show the variation of the normalized stress intensity factors along the
straight crack front. As the time reaches to the point where the SIF's are maximum (t
= 0.685e-05 secs), the SIF of the center node becomes higher when compared to the
other nodes along the crack front (Fig. 51). But before and after t = 0.685e-05 secs.
(Figs. 49, 50 and 52) the SIF's on the other nodes are higher than the SIF's on the
center node (excluding SIF's of the free surface node and the nodes close to the free
surface).
The normalized stresses. au' =aU,h. lao, at x = 0.25ge-Olin., y = 0.145 in.
and z = 0 in. for the 3-D and plane strain cases are illustrated in Figure 53. The
differences between the two cases are again the amplitude of SIF's at some points.
and the arrival time of the waves. Figure 54 through 65 show the propagation of the
stress waves as time proceeds. In these figures. the differences between the plane
strain and 3-D solutions can be noticed. and these differences are very apparent when
Figs. 36 and 56 arc compared. The main difference is the arrival times of the waves
for any gi\"(?n point. which means the 3-D stresses reach the same point at a later time
than in the plane strain case.
The variation behavior of the SIF along the crack front mentioned
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earlier for 4 different times in Figs. 49 through 52 can be explained by the stress
variation in the y - z (x=O) plane (Figs. 66 through 69) given for the same times as
Figs. 49 through 52. In the plane strain solution, there is no stress variation through
the bar thickness, i.e., all stress contours can be represented by straight lines. At
different times, it is possible to see a similar behavior between the stresses in the y-z
plane and the SIF's along the crack front for the 3-D solution. At first, the SIF's for
the center nodes on the crack front have a smaller value than the adjacent crack front
nodes, but as time passes, the stresses reach their maximum values, and with the
arrival of the S wave, the maximum effect is felt by center node along the crack
front.
The analysis handled so far for the internally cracked bar problem for the
plane strain and 3-D cases did not include transition elements. Figures 70 and 71
show the effect of addition of the transition elements on the dynamic stress intensity
factors for the plane strain and 3-D cases. In both cases, the addition of the transition
elements affected the results mostly around the maximum value of the norn1alized
\
~
dynamic stress intensity factors, and this difference was between %1-%2. This small
difference shows the minor importance of the addition of the transition clements as
stated in Section 3.4. However. in order to enforce displacement compatibility
between the enriched clements and the neighboring regular clements (see Section
3.4). transition clements will be used for the problems of the following sections and
in more complex structures in the future work of this thesis.
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4.4 Uniformly Loaded Bar with a Symmetric Internal Crack (Green's Function
Approximation)
In this section the bar problem in Sec. 4.3 will be analyzed with a different
type of loading; the uniaxial stress applied to the bar end will not be a step function
(Fig.2). Instead, the loading will be in the form of a triangular shape (Fig. 72), which
represents a ramp until the maximum value of the stress is obtained at t = to/2 and
then a decrease which ends at t = to. In order to compare the dynamic stress intensity
factor solutions for different to's in the same time zone tf, crt should be held at zero
between t = to and t = tf (Fig. 72). The dimensions, boundary conditions, number of
elements and all the other conditions including the material properties used in
Section 4.3 were kept the same except the type of loading.
Figure 73 shows the nomlalized (K\· =K) /0'0.J1W ) stress intensity factor
J,.
solutions (mode I) for different to's for the type of loading shown in Fig. 72. It is
apparent from this figure that the maximum value of the dynamic stress intensity
factors was reached sooner for small to's and the maximum peak was obtained for to
= 1. 12e-05 secs among these five different to·s.
~
The type of loading described in t~le first paragraph of this section can be
useful for generalizing the dynamic stress intensity factor solution for a specific
model by utilizing the solution as an approximate Green's function. The Green's
function. first postulated by George Green in 1828. is defined as the response of a
system to a standard input. The standard input is usually in the fonn of the Dirac
delta function. The limit of the function ShO\\11 in Fig. 74 as 11 tends to zero is
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referred to as the unit impulse, symbolized by 8(1 - to), or the Dirac delta function.
The properties of the Dirac delta function are [38]:
for t * to
for t = to
(4.1 )
The important property of the Green's function is that, when suitably
defined, they contain all the essential information about the system. The Green's
function can thus be used to obtain the response of the system to any input by
considering it as being composed of a large number of small impulses. The total
response is the sum of all the individual responses due to each input impulse acting
separately. For the Green's function representation to be valid the system must have
the following properties:
1-) Causality - If there is no input there is no response.
2-) Invariance - the response to a given input is always the same.
3-) Linearity - if the response to input I) is R) and the response to I~ is R2 then
the response to 11+12 is RI + R2 •
These three conditions lead to the follo\\·ing result for the response R(n) to
a general input I (n) :
R(n) =fI(n)G(n-n')dn' (4.2)
where G(n- n ') is defined as the Green" s function and is a function of the
differences n-n'. The yariables 11 and 11' may represent positions and/or time [39].
In dynamic fracture problems where the Green" s function method is used.
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the dynamic stress intensity factor K1(t) at a specific time due to an arbitrary time
dependent loading can be given as:
(
K1(t) = fKI·(t-r)P(r)dr.
()
(4.3)
In Equation (4.3), P( r) is a general input for the system and K1' (t - r) is the Green's
function, i.e., the dynamic stress intensity factor solution obtained for the Dirac
8 function loading shown in Fig. 74.
In order to demonstrate an example for the Green's function method, the
dynamic stress intensity factor results for the step loading (Fig. 2) in Sec. 4.3 is
compared with the ones obtained from the integral given by equation (4.3). The
general input. P(r), is the step function in Fig.2 and K
J
' (t - r) is the dynamic stress
intensity factors for the loading shown in Fig. 72 (for 0"0 =1). The integral in
equation (4.3) is calculated with the addition of the responses of the consecutive
triangular inputs as seen in Figure 75. In this figure, each triangular input is added
starting from the midpoint of the preceding triangular input. Two regions, which are
shown with the green dashed lines, have equal areas and as a result of this geometry,
and the addition of these triangles, the input loading area takes the shape of a
parallelogram shO\\11 by the red lines in Fig. 75. The region shO\\11 as c in Fig. 75 is
the error between this type of loading (addition of triangles) and the step loading
depicted in Fig. 2. The effect of the value of 10 is demonstrated in Fig. 76: if a
smaller I l, is used then the parallelogram becomes closer to the Dirac delta function
as shc)\\11 in Fig. 74. This result implies that an approximate Green's function can be
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obtained for small to's. Figure 77 shows compares the dynamic stress intensity
factors obtained directly from step loading (Fig.2) and from the approximate Green's
function method given by the integral in equation (4.3). In this example, when to is
1.12 e-05 secs, the results are very different; however, as to becomes smaller and
smaller the values of the dynamic stress intensity factors compare very favorably.
This can be seen for to = O.7e-06 secs especially. For to =O.7e-06 secs, the difference
between the step loading solution and approximate Green's function method is about
2% in the neighborhood of the maximum dynamic stress intensity factor. This result
shows that generalizing the computed dynamic stress intensity factor solutions for a
specific model can be done by utilizing the approximate Green's function method.
The approximation obtained for the step loading input can be applied to any type of
time dependent loading by using the Green's function method described above.
Another important point which should be considered here is the error region
£ in Fig. 75. In the example discussed in this section, the dynamic stress intensity
factor solutions are zero until the arrival of the initial wave to the crack tip as
explained in Sec. 4.2. So the error region in Fig. 75 does not have any effect on the
response if to is sufficiently ~mall. This seems to be a reasonable explanation as long
as to /2 is smaller than the time for the longitudinal wave to arrive at the crack tip and
the dynamic SIF's begin varying from zero. But. if the uniaxial stress is applied
directly to the crack surface, instead to both ends of the bar, then the error region
could han? morc effect. since we wouldn't havc zero values at the beginning of the
dynamic strcss intensity factor solution cur\"\? In such a case, the error could be
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reduced by using even smaller to's, e.g. less than to =0.7e-06 secs for the current
model (because the error region becomes smaller for small to's as seen in Fig. 76).
4.5 Uniformly Loaded Bar with a Symmetric Edge Crack
Figure 78 depicts the geometry of a rectangular bar containing an edge
crack which is subjected to uniaxial stress on its both ends. The symmetry conditions
were used here and only half of the full 3-d model was analyzed. The meshing used
for the finite element analysis is the same as in Sec. 4.3 (Fig. 46); the only
differences are the length of the crack ('a' is the length of the crack this time), and
the symmetry conditions. In this edge crack example, the symmetry conditions were
assumed for half of the full model as a result of the geometry of the problem (quarter
of the whole model was used in Sec. 4.3). This was achieved by removing the
constraints in x-z plane (y=O) in Figure 46. All the material properties and
dimensions were kept the same as Section 4.3.
Figure 79 shows the 3-D normalized (K1' = K) !cYo-.!irQ ) stress intensityd~""
factors (mode I) with respect to time for the step loading condition (Fig.2) comparing
the internal crack example in Sec. 4.3 and the edge crack example. The uniaxial
stress applied on both ends of the bar was kept the same, i.e. 0:-(1) = 0"0 =58000 psi. In
Fig. 79, the maximum dynamic stress intensity factor obtained for the edge crack is
"
around 10% higher than the one found for the internal crack example. This result
shows that the ma:'\imum dynamic stress intensity factor for the edge crack may be
much higher than the one obtained for the internal crack.
The approximate Green's function method described in Section 4.4 ,,-ill be
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used here for the edge crack problem in this section. Fig. 80 depicts the normalized
(K\' = K) / (Yo & )stress intensity factor solutions (mode I) for different to's for
.1>.
the loading shown in Fig. 72. The dynamic stress intensity factor solutions for
different (a'S in this edge crack problem have a similar behavior with the solutions
obtained in Sec. 4.4 (Fig. 73). The only difference in this edge crack example is that
the dynamic stress intensity factor curves for (0 =0.56e-05 sees and (0 =O.84e-05
sees are closer to the dynamic SIF curve for (0 =1.12e-05 sees than the ones in
Section 4.4 (Fig. 73). If we use the Green's function method explained in Sec. 4.4
and calculate the integral in equation (4.3) with the same procedure shown before
(Figures 74, 75 and 76), then it is possible to compare this solution with the step
loading solution. This is shown in Figure 81 for different (a's. The closest solution to
the step loading for the edge crack problem by using the approximate Green's
function method is obtained using the smallest (0 (to = 0.7e-06 sees), with a
difference approximately 2% of the maximum value of the nonnalized dynamic
stress intensity factor solution. The results found by using the approximate Green's
function method in Sec. 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate that the dynamic stress intensity
factors obtained from a triangular loading function as input loading. for a specific
model. can be generalized for more complex time dependent loading for that model.
If the time dependent loading is not a smooth and slowly changing function. then the
results obtained for different f l, • s should be obseryed more carefully. and a smaller
(I' should be used to check for better accuracy.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
The detailed general fonnulation for enriched crack tip elements for three-
dimensional dynamic crack problems was presented. The most useful feature of this
type of finite element fonnulation is the ability to compute stress intensity factors
without generating specialized crack tip meshes. The methods demonstrated in this
thesis for the analysis of dynamic fracture problems should be very useful in wide
variety of applications where static solution methods cannot be used.
The results obtained in the numerical example chapter demonstrate that
dynamic stress intensity factors and dynamic stresses differ greatly from the
corresponding static results. This difference can be significant, especially in wave
propagation problems. e.g., impact loading. The solution methods presented in this
thesis and their basic properties should be evaluated in terms of computational
efficiency and as a result of this; the user should decide which method is best for a
specific application. Thc implicit solution methods scem to takc lcss time stcps;
howcvcr. onc timc stcp in an implicit mcthod takcs more timc to cxccute than the
onc in an cxplicit mcthod. Using lumped mass matrices instead of consistcnt mass
matriccs is an cfficicnt approach for ccrtain problcms: howcvcr. it is accompanied
with the risk of at Icast ~~4 - %5 higher values than thc most accurate rcsults
obtained by using consistent mass matrices.
Thc propagation of the strcss waves ShO\\11 in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 havc an
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important meaning in terms of the design consideration for a time dependent loaded
bar containing an internal crack. Sudden application of the uniaxial stress to the bar
ends results in arrival of stress waves to the crack surface after some finite period of
time and this time period depends on such conditions as the geometry of the problem
and the material properties. If the uniaxial stress is applied directly on the crack
surface, the analyst should expect to see that this time delay is negligibly short. The
arrival of the stress waves on the crack surface has an important effect on the
dynamic stress intensity factors along the crack front and the role of the stress waves
has been explained in detail in Section 4.3.
An approximate Green's function was developed to demonstrate the
advantage of using this method, which pennits generalization of a specific model for
different types of time dependent loading conditions. The triangular addition
technique used, along with the approximate Green's function method, has shown that
good accuracy can be achieved on various problems as long aS/o for the triangular
loading (Figure 72) is kept sufficiently small.
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Tables
1. Initial conditions and initialization:
set 1'0 , dO , n = 0, t = a;compute M, K and C
2. Compute external forces fn
3. Compute accelerations a" =M-1(fn -CV"-112 -Kd")
4 · d "+1,, A· I11ne up ate: t =t + ut
5 F · . I d .r d I I .. ,,+111 " !1t "· rrst partlG up ate OJ no a ve ocrtres: v . =v +-a
2
6 U d d I d · I d"+1 d" A ,,+112· P ate no a rsp acements: = + ulv
7. Compute external forces f"+1
9 S d . I d d I I .. "+\ ,,+1/' !1t ,,+1· ecoll partlG up ate 110 a \'e oc1lres: v =v . +-a
2
10. Update coullter: 11~ 11 +1
11. Output; ~rsimulatiol1l1ot complete. go to 4
Table 1: Algorithm for the explicit time integration [27]
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Method f3 y
Artificially damped > y/2 > 1/2
Average acceleration 1/4 1/2
(trapezoidal rule)
Linear Acceleration 1/6 1/2
Central difference 0 1/2
-
Table 2: Summary of Newmark Methods [23]
1. Form K, M and C.
2. Initial conditions and initialization:
set ,,0 . dO, n =0, t =0 .
3. Compute dO =M-1((fCtl)0 -Cdo - Kdo).
-I. Form cI(cctirc st(r(ncss matrix, Eq. 2.40.
5. Form cI(ccth'c load "cctor, Eq. 2.41.
6. Soil'c Kerf d n + l =(Wrf )"+1 (or d n + l
7. Update "clocity d n + l and accelcration dn + l hy Eqs. 2.35 and 2.36.
8. Output: n~ n + 1. ((simulation not complete. go to Step 5
Table 3: Algorithm for the implicit time integration (trapezoidal rule) [23]
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Figure 5: Cubic crack tip element (32-noded hexahedron), showing orientation of
local crack tip coordi,nate system with respect to global coordinates [21].
Figure 6: Semi-clliptic surface crack showing enriched clements along crack front
and adjacent transition clements. Symmetry plane on the left side of figure [21].
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Figure 9: 20-node Quadratic Hexahedron Element.
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Figure 10: Nonnalized displacements (d,hn ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the
8 el. bar. for two different time _steps solved usmg the explicit method.
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Figure 11: Nommlized displacements (ddln ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for 8
el. and 48 el. bars solved using the explicit method. (( =d,nn / d,t., .
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Figure 12: Nomlalized displacements (dJln ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the
8 el. bar. showing the effect of damping (explicit method). d' =d,nn / d,r" .
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Figure 13: Nonnalized displacements (d,f.n ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the
48 el. bar comparing explicit and implicit method results. d' =d,f.n / d"" .
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Figure 14: Normalized displacements (d,hn ) at x = 5 in. as. a function of time for the
48 el. bar comparing two different time step solutions using the implicit method.
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Figure 15: Normalized displacemel:<J,n" ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the
48 el. bar showing the effect of increasing damping constant in implicit method
solution. (( =d,nn / (I.", .
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Figure 16: Norn1alized displacements (d,nn ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the
48 el. bar comparing ANSYS implicit and FRAC3D implicit method results.
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Figure 17: Normalized stresses ((jxx ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the 48
.n"
cl. bar. showing ANSYS implicit and FRAC3D implicit results compared with the
static solution. (Y • = (Y / (Yo'
U Ud\.
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Figure 18: Nonnalized stresses (0- ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the 48 el.
.UJ., ...
bar. showing damped and undamped cases solved using the implicit method.
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Figure 19: Nonnalized stresses (a ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the 48 el.
XTtfl ..,
bar. comparing explicit and implicit results. an' =an / a o'
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Figure 20: Nomlalized stresses ((j ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the 48 el.
.ITt!>..
bar showing the difference between using IWllped and consistent mass matrices
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Figure 21: Nomlalized stresses ( a IT ) at x = 5 in. as a function of time for the 48 el.
"'.
cantilevercd bar showing the diffcrence betwcen using lumped and consistent mass
matriccs solved bv implicit mcthod. au' =au / a 0 •r ~.
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Figure 22: A rectangular bar containing an intemal crack (plane strain), subjected to
suddenly applied axial loads.
h:: 0.394 in
l = 0.788 in
quarter of the wholc bar needed to be modeled.
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(2-D). ineluding the intcmal crack. Symmetry is considered in modeling and only a
Figure 23: Thc mesh used in the rectangular bar modcl. with plain strain conditions
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Figure 24: Nomlalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
(,I.,'P.
along the crack front, as a function of time for the intemally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The effect of different integration order numbers (11) for the enriched
crack tip clements is shO\\l1 (implicit solution method). K,* = K, I (To j;;; .
-,
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Figure 25: Nornlalized mode I stress intensity factors (K1 ) for the center nodedo·
along the crack frant, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The effect of high integration order numbers (11) for the enriched
crack tip clements is shO\\l1 (implicit solution method). K,' = K, lao & .
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Figure 26: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
IA.,
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The effect of different time stcps for the cnriched crack tip e1emcnts is
shO\\ll (implicit solution method). AI' =1\) / (J0 J;;; .
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Figure 27: Chen's solution for nornlalized stress intensity factors (K, ) as a
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function of time for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain) from [15].
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Figure 28: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
.n.
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The comparison of the results of Chen and FRAC3D implicit and
explicit method solutions for the enriched crack tip elements is shown.
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Figure 29: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
.n.
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The comparison of the results of Chen and FRAC3D implicit method
solutions (with damping) for the enriched crack tip clements is shown.
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Figure 30: Nornlalized mode I stress intensity factors (K1 ) for the center nodec,.
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The difference between using lumped and consistent mass matrices for
the enriched crack tip clements is ShO\\'l1 (explicit method). K,' = K, / (To j;;; .
,1,.,.
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Figure 31: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
m.
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar·
(plane strain). The difference between using lumped and.. consistent mass matrices for
~
the enriched crack tip clements is shown (implicit method). AI' = AI 10"0 j;;; .
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Figure 32: Nornlalized stresses (0" ) at x = 0.25ge-01 in.. y = 0.145 in. and z = 0
rtlA",
in. as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain). The
ANSYS implicit and FRAC3D explicit method results and the static solution arc
ShO\\11. O"n' =O"n". / 0"0 .
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Figure 33: Nonnalized stresses ((Tn ) at x'= 0.25ge-Olin.. y = 0.145 in. and z = 0
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in. as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain). TIle
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Figure 34: Stress contour (an) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = O.88e-06 secs.
Figure 35: Stress contour (an) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = O.lne-05 sees.
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Figure 36: Stress contour (axx) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = O.256e-05 sees.
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Figure 37: Stress contour (an) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = O.312e-05 sees.
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Figure 38: Stress contour (a.u) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = OA02e-05 secs
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Figure 39: Stress contour (an) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = O.50Se-05 sees.
sq
Figure 40: 'Stress contour (a.u) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = 0.685e-05 sees.
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Figure 41: Stress contour (an) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = 0.816e-05 sees.
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Figure 42: Stress contour ( a XX) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = 0.928e-05 secs.
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Figure ~3: Stress contour (au) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = 0.101 e-04 secs.
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Figure 44: Stress contour (~) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = 0.121 e-04 sees.
Figure 45: Stress contour (CYu ) for internally cracked rectangular bar (plane strain)
in the x - y plane at t = 0.131 e-04 sees.
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Figure 46: The mesh used in the rectangular bar model (3-0) with an internal crack.
Symmetry is assumed in the modeling and only a quarter of the whole bar is
,
modeled. (a is the half length of the crack) .
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Figure 47: Nomlalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
t!1~
along the crack front, as a function of time for the intemal1y cracked rectangular bar
comparing plane strain and 3-D solutions solved using the implicit method.
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Figure 48: Normalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for center node and
, .... "'!
node on the frec surface of the crack front. as a function of time for the internally
cracked rectangular bar (3-0). K1• =K, /an £ .(4.,,,,
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Figure 49: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for crack front nodes
.n"
for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-0) at t = OA02e-OS sees.
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Figure 50: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K1". ) for crack front nodes
for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-0) at t = O.50Se-05 sees.
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Figure 51: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (KI ) for crack front nodes. ~
for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t = O.685e-05 sees.
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Figure 52: Nornlalized mode I stress intensity factors ( AI". ) for crack front nodes
for the internallY cracked rectangular bar (3-0) at t = O.816c-05 sees.
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Figure 53: Nornmlized stresses (0"n ) at x == 0.25ge-0 1in.. y == 0.145 in. and z == 0
<1>.
in. as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar comparing plane
strain and 3-D solutions solved using the implicit method. O"u' =a u ",_ / an'
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Figure 54: Stress contour «(Ju) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.88e-06 sees.
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Figure 55: Stress contour ((In ) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.172c-05 sees.
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Figure 54: Stress contour ((},,) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.88e-06 sees.
Figure 55: Stress contour ((},x) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
b.172e-05 sees.
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Figure 56: Stress contour ( (J".u ) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
0.256e-05 secs.
Figure 57: Stress contour «(J"n ) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.312e-05 secs.
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Figure 58: Stress contour (u.u) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
OA02e-05 secs.
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Figure 59: Stress contour (un) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.50Se-OS sees.
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Figure 60: Stress contour (au) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.685e-05 sees.
Figure 61: Stress contour (au) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
O.816c-05 sees.
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Figure 62: Stress contour (aXI) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-0) at t =
O.928e-05 sees.
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Figure 63: Stress contour ( an) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-0) at t =
0.101 e-04 sees.
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Figure 64: Stress contour (a.x:r) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
0.121 e-04 sees.
'.
Figure 65: Stress contour (au) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
0.131 e-04 sees.
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Figure 64: Stress contour (au) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
0.121 e-04 sees.
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Figure 65: Stress contour (au) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D) at t =
0.131 e-04 ·secs.
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Figures 66-69: Stress contours ( (jxx) for the internally cracked rectangular bar (3-D)
in y -z plane (x=O) at t = OA02e-05 sees. 0.508e-05 sees. 0.685e-05 sees and 0.816e-
05 sees.
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Figure 70: Nom1alized mode I stress intensity factors (K1 ) for the center nodet1•..,
along the crack front, as afunction of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(plane strain). The effect of the addition of the transition elements is shO\\l1 (implicit
solution method). K1' = K1 /o-o.j;";;.
".
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Figure 71: Nornlalized mode I stress intensity factors (KI ) for thc ccntcr nodc
",.
along thc crack front, as a function of timc for the intcrnally crackcd rectangular bar
(3-D). TIle effect of the addition of thc transition clements is ShO\\11 (implicit
solution method). K\* =K1 / aoj;; .
.'.
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Figure 72: Triangular shaped loading
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Figure 73: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K, ) for the center node
0-
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
(3-0). The effect of different l{)'s is shO\\l1 for the type of loading in Fig. 72 (implicit
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Figure 74: Unit impulse or the Dirac delta function (as h ~ 0).
cr(t)
to/2 to 3to/2 t
Figure 75: The addition technique of the triangular shaped loading for
approximating the step loading in Fig.2 (the parallelogram in red lines shows the
approximate shape to the Dirac delta function in Fig.74).
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Figure 76: The effect of using a smaller 10 on the shape of the loading for the
technique described in Fig. 75. (The loading becomes closer to the Dirac delta
function if a smaller 10 is used).
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Figure 77: Nornlalized mode I stress intensity factors (K1 ) for thc centcr nodeCo. ..
along the crack front, as a function of time for the internally cracked rectangular bar
comparing thc stcp loading (Fig. 2) solution and approximatc Grccn's mcthod
solution for different 10 's in Fig. 75 (implicit method). K1' =K) / aoj";; .,~ ...
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Figure 78: A rectangular bar containing an edge crack (3-d). subjected to suddenly
applied a.xialloads.
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Figure 79: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K1 ) for the center nodedo.
along the crack front, as a function of time for the step loading condition (Fig.2)
comparing the intemal crack and edge crack solutions (implicit method).
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Figure 80: NOffilalized mode I stress intensity factors (K 1 ) for the center node
"'"
along the crack front. as a function of time for the edge cracked rectangular bar. The
effect of different to' s is shO\\l1 for the type of loading in Fig. 72 (implicit solution
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Figure 81: Nonnalized mode I stress intensity factors (K/ ) for the center node
. ./ "'~
along the crack front. as a function of time for the edge cracked rectangular bar
~ ~ ~
comparing the step loading (Fig. 2) solution and approximate Green"s method
solution for difTerent to "s in Fig. 75 (implicit method). A," = AI~. / (To j;;;; ,
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